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CRITERIA AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR PROGRAMMING THE 

MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY 

Secretarial of the I'nited Kations Economic Commission for Latin America 

Industrially developing nations which are starting the 
expansion of their traditional industries must evaluate 
the extent to which capital goods and, within this \ast 

branch, machine tools, should be manufactured in the 

country. 
This problem has not been posed with a view to attain- 

ing total national autonomy as regards the elaboration of 

capital goods, but rather to determine, quantify and 

qualify the type of domestic effort to be realized in front 
of global demand, a relationship which should be 

considered under a certain discipline. 
One method oí tackling the subject might consist of 

finding out whether there exists a useful historical 
correlation between national manufacture of machine 

tools and the size of the machine inventory used by the 

mechanical industries. 
Tins should be followed by broad consideration of the 

predominant characteristics of the products, showing 

W'hic' are the means available to this industry for obtaii - 

ing specific technical and economic results. 
Bolli methods o miprisc aspects of diverse natures, not 

always easv to scpaiatc .invi ponder. ... a more detailed 
analysis would icquire In practice, dillerenl solutions 

may be applied to the MIW problem. 
Because machine tools constitute the most significant 

investment within the mceliaincal industries (troni 51) to 

65 per cent o\ total lived investment), they have now 

become the most popular work instrument, as were 
manual tools in cai her times. It seems therefore con- 

venient to take into account then elaboration in expand- 
ing areas, paving attention also to the strategic role they 

have been acquiring within today's technical and 

economic evolution 
Thus, first in these notes, an analysis is made of some 

dynamic lactois determining the importance of national 

manufacture ol machine tools and o\ the magnitude of 
the inventories operating on the mechanical industries; 

this indirectly shows an aspect ol domestic participation 

on apparent consumption. I he successive sections deal 

with the industry in charge o\ the construction of these 
machines, summing up its peculiar technical problems 

equivalent to the various stages of development. The last 

section is about the usually admitted dependency 
between the machine-tool manufacturer and the rest of 

the mechanical industry, that dependency increasing in 

quality, volume and technique as progress is made on 

the construction o{' more complex units. 
It should be pointed out that the conclusions of this 

essay must be interpreted as global, because though a 

great number oi the variables in the construction of 

machine tools have been taken into account, there are 
still many more. However, once the results olihe follow- 

ing preliminary estimates are deemed satisfactory, they 

can serve as a basis for carrying out the detailed study ol 
one or more specific factors for products of a given design. 

Till    DOMISI If   M VC IHM -IlMI    IMllSIRV 

Classification <>/ machine inols 

Because o\ the great number oi divergent interpreta- 
tions with regard to the types KA' machines included as 

such, machine tools are here defined as metalworkmg 
machines m cold and in hot. and the metal-cutting as 

well as mclal-lorming machines, leaving aside those lor 
working wood, plastics and non-metallic materials. 

Within the category <>| metalworkmg machines, those 

indicatevi m table I have been selected because, though 
not representing the total means available to the mechani- 
cal mdiisuv for the nianulactuie o\ its piodtuts, they 

constitute a signilicant maioiily 
In practice, for the user as well as for the constructor, 

the denomination of lathes, milling anil drilling machines, 
etc . is too generic, as each category has numerous 

variables widely ditfcnng in ondine, controls, produc- 

tivity, si/e and other factors. In ordei to establish an 

order oi' magnitude concerning the munivi of variables 

applicable to each machine, two criteria have been 

adopted: 
(</)  Assume for each type of machine, lathes for ex- 

ample,   certain   variables   sulhcienlly   dilfeieiilialcd   »< 

individualize the operational as much as the structura! 

and   constructive   characteristics, 
</>) Relate each o\ those variables to four basic con- 

ditions of utilization: micro-mechanics, light and current 

mechanics and medium, semi-heavy, aad super-heavy 

mechanics, which <.\o not exist necessarily in all the 

variables. 
On the basis ol these criteria, it has been possible to 

quantify, lor each machine, the most important types 

and models which together constitute the large family of 
machine tools in the constructors' vasi world supply 
Table > shows the results obtained I.IH7 main variants, 

776 of which (75 per cent) correspond to the category o» 

metal cutting machines, and 261 (25 per ceni) t > metal- 

forming machines. 
The information in table I cannot be lice lioin subjec- 

tive interpretations and. also, from incomplete data 

regarding some of the variables, in which case ligures 
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128 constructors. Nevertheless. ,1 does no. seen, arbitrarv to 
•*l assume  «Iva   national   manulaclurc   ol   machine   tools 

NlMBKROMYPlsvNDMoutls«». MAC H.M 'participates   within   mminumi   a,ul    maximum   limits. 

KX.I.S IN im WORLD MARKET susceptible of definition lor the vanoiis s.tu. tu     • 
  •—— -r    .1 •    ..,i   ,i Ins been possible to reeonslititt trie — ; —                                      s„mh,r,.iniH> To this end. U nas HUM I » 

w,m,miH.«M.»"( *•»»,.*-«.-                                        ,„„/».•«/,;> .       .• ,.pcs ,IIKi models ol machina üahoiait i i.i 

Mcial-cutunp machines prc,lin,sK  fixed statistical universe   Inlctst m 
Lathes               6, *lin UK »,L          -           eircumscribed b    knowing the 
Milling machines               *. such an analvsis is now uic   i                  •                  , 
»rilling machines                  • behaviour ol supply lor count, ics w «tl> mvuiU 
Shapers anil planers                 ' »han  500.000  units.                                                                 . 
IhrcaJ.ne machines               f Almost   all   the  available   information  de..ves  Irom 
Saws               Z ,     t          ''n.nviticillv carried out in the region by 
«cr-cuuing machines               J} studies being systematical > er 
H»rinK machines              " the Economic C omnms.on lor I•      ^"^               ia„y 
(¡rinding machines             »J« 0„ lhe mechanical mduslr.es in gene.al and ^^ 
1-«-grinding machine              « hinc loolv ,:igure , shows a summary i >l thdata 
Broaching machines  interpretation  ol   Us  trend   adjusted   to 
Lapping and honing machin«.   •••••••••              ¿ *»  *ul  a,             , .,'       n   It mav be observed that in 
Special machinescoiv.i.-secl by vork units.             46 Gompcrt/.' curve (cuive 1). It may  nc 
íher machines of d.uicu., classification    .              22 ¡ca# whcn invcntones aie ol     s   «I .in 10 WW 

776 units   no cons paction activities ol machine tools have 
Meia. k.ng machines ^   .^  , facl which ¡s apparent. But when inven tones 

Mechanical P-essc-               7J OC ^     .         mm lo 20.,X)0. the l.rst local initiâmes 

•M«»"« TSCS      '•'.•.'•             » TÏ ad    Marling, naturally polar./ed on the manu- 
USSÄ^^niü".::              g Sture «.'simple machines of sii., .^cnt qua ty 
Machines for shoe.                *5 To altain the elaboration ol lo. tv lo s.xlv va   ames    . 

261 low-eosl and low   unit-weight mac'.nnes does not alto- 
Tota, machine lools          '^          _ '^Institute a vcrv significant s.eP towards mastering 
 ' " "                      77 Ss d.lficul. technique, and Us achievement is generally 
should be taken rather by default. But even with all the ^^ |ht. slipporl ol  all „.portant techno- 

imitations. the data appear acceptable lor the purpose P          mlr:lslrucUlrc on the res, ol  the indus   >    Th s 
Another   ..«portant   factor   wh.ch   might   have  been -                .         K „, ,lcmcnlalA machines, practical > 

adi"    n combination w,th the above figures. ,o ohl,,n ^        ;       m L.mmUK.s  Ullh  ;1   ,„,„  industri a ,,* on 
à greater number of variables, is quality  However   a. , „K ,.tfsun ot ,|,e strong mude ,cI 
hostage ol i!., analvs,, „ has been deemed advisable ^ ¡uuJ „K. m;m> ,irll„,ms „ho have Proh e.a- 
,;oJa as inclusion would no, alter substantial l> the ¡n ^^ ^ Juc ,„ ,;llllcl |Xvll„a, con, l.lioi ,s   At a   y 
dcterm.nat.on ol an indicator thai points ou, the percent- Cl„nemeni to accept, is a claiactcr.stc 
^o   "itional manu.ac.ure o, the variables in iront o ^Vunderdcve.oped countries, the .act ol an oner - 

íheir statistical universe, a   a function o. the numencal ¿^co_c,[MC ,vllh,n ihc same inventory ol machines 
value of the machine-tools inventory. jh a  linllta,  lcdl„,cal  capaciv   and  lew    u      i -c, 

together w.ih o.hc.s of medium and elevated ,alcgorv. tht 

Parncipanon of nouonal nnwufaciun- in relation lo lìrs, ones ^^^on o[ slipplv. tor example 

Ì'"""ICl1 "m""",V "f '""                 \                 „ rmwò'  "' - al    :" "-n.or.es o|,H.,:tHH)U> .(».000 
Within the order of -deas mentioned, an favour ».« n> I     -x ^ a M     ^                  compltfx as lhc lllcrcase 

be made to determine national constructors   no s.bk in is Urn   c ^ .^ ^^ ^ ^ 

rcactional behaviour, measured ., the van ty o.   yPe n th   -    • •      ds ^     alj    ,llh,n an m.ernat.oiKil 

these factors arc considered to be growing,    -c^ ff American panorama, .t would broadly represent 
*cll as ,he other will urge lor the ui.l./auon ^ mou L.«.  ^ n       P             development to a sat.sfactory 
improved   technological   productive   means   wich he trans U                 mcc|ianica,  .ndustr.es. comprising 
practice w.ll be translated ..no a progressive mercase ,n deve ormuíi    i                                  lhc senal aspect as 
K'anetv of tvpes and models of machines ,n.»«   Fh, u, ue     he     >n cp« o   d^c J ^^.^  p                u 

evolutionary process takes place unde,  d lie        com- as th,                                  ^^             |Jy ^ 
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stabilii). Sudi tt.u^ would explain, as ahead) said, that 
not alwavs equal technological potentials correspond lo 

equal magnitudes of inventories, wnh obvious repcrcus- 

sions upon siipph . and also, that the observable diller- 
enees would derive troni those existing between a deve- 

loped country and another in the process of development. 
This is clearly confirmed by comparing Argentina's and 
Bra/ii's posinoli (less ihan 2(10.01)1) units installed) with 

dynamism in front of a given inventory. The comple- 
mentation and refinement o\' data to be obtained in 

the near future will contimi whether die limits established 

in 'igure I through curves I and 2 are real and applicable 
to a great number of cases for countries in the process of 
development. Attention then will be diawn i.< the dis- 

tortions resulti,ig when the siruciiue ol machine tools 

national manufacture is bulky óuc to exportation ot some 

(Natural scale) 

100 200 300        400 
Machine- tools inventory   thousands of units 

Reference : 
(1960)-537 varieties 
(1958)-435 varieties 
(1963) -1U varieties 
(1960) -124 varieties 

OSS)-,o «-"" 

a - France 
b- Italy 
c - Argentina 
d - Brazil 
e -/Chile 

VColumbia 

0.81325 r 

y =87.4   0.01638 
Where*- y s percentage of domestically 

produced types and models 

r » 
machine - tool inventory 

35,000 

Figure I 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INVENTORY OE mi MEIAI-IR\NM«>RMI\<. IM>I MKIIS 

AND THE PERCENTAGE OE DOMESTICALLY PRODtCID IVl'LS ASH MolUls 

that of Italy and France when they had a similar nun her 

of machines which served such important sectors as 
aeronautic construction, that oí ships of more than 

10.000 tons, and the manufacture of other diveisified and 

complex capital goods not beine developed in the two 
latin American c u'.ilries. The machine-tool supply 

accompanied this process, with a consequent further 

diversification of types and models than those elaborated 

by Argentina and Brazil. 
This and other examples would be better represented 

by curve 2 laid out empirically to illustrate those cases in 
which the behaviour of supply maintains its maximum 

of its producís, a fact which was not taken into account 

in this prehminaiv  outline. 
Starling from situations of more than 500.000 installed 

units, n is ea>> to undcisiand that, though ihe technical 
problems the constructors must lace continue to «row, 

the magnitude ol the market and the infrastructure that 
should exist in the rest ol ihe mdiistiy consimile laclors 

siillicienllv attractive -hat supply adjusts itsell to ihe 
reu, in re me n l s of internal consumption in an increasing 

and varying manner 
Despite ihe fact that the preceding notes do not intend 

to lead towards the formulation of exact decisions on the 
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problem under analysis, they arc explanatory enough in 
regard to the philosophy to be followed by those countries 
whose development depends upon significant apparent 
consumption of machine tools. There could not be 
important and prolonged expansion of the mechanical 
industry without a gradually increasing contribution 
from local industries constructing machine tools. The 
framing of an even partial attitude of participation in the 
domestic manufacture of the capital goods in question is 
of vital importance not only for improving the balance of 
payment of this item, but also for familiarization with 
every characteristic problem in the elaboration of 
machines. Manufacturers must be responsible and oiler 
users the possibility of direct contact. 

When dealing with machine-tool manufacture, different 
stages of supply development will be considered in an 
indirect manner, that is. showing which qualitative and 
varying production potentials may be attributed to a 
specific number oi' enterprises typified by diverse struc- 
tures, from the humblest to the well-equipped, generally 
knowing that such initiatives get consolidated in the 
measure that the inventory improves in its numerical and 
technological aspects 

CHARACTI RISIIC    PROHIJÁIS  ol    M V< HINK-TOOL 
MAM I A< Il RI 

Introduction to the subject 

To facilitate research into some general laws, it seems 
advisable to apply a restrictive criterion to the universe 
of types and models oi' machines, selecting those with 
more homogeneous and similar fabrication problems. 
The machines used in micro-mechanics, heavy and super- 
heavy mechanics are thus excluded, incorporating instead 
the ones used in current, medium and semi-heavv 
mechanics, which are more popular. 

The unit weight of the machines is limited to approxi- 
mately ten tons; the highly specialized types, such as the 
jig boring machines, machined units and others, arc not 
taken into account. I he same happens with the machines 
using numerical control programmers, etc. Despite these 
restrictions, the rest comprise the majority oi' existing 
variables in the world market and cover to a great extent 
the fabrication interests of countries with relatively small 
demand, concentrated on the most current types of 
machine tools. 

Hie linai objective i>! this outline is the analysis of 
global machine-tool manufacturing, trying to frame the 
technical, practical and economic lields of action of the 
construction enterprises. At die same time, it is intended 
to indicale how the "economy iA' scale" concept, so 
closely connected to the applicative clfecls of the machines 
once they have been installed in the workshops, has a 
different meaning when referred to the elaboration of 
those machines. 

Unlike other sectors ol the mechanical industries where 
the same product may he elaborateli for a long time, 
machine-tool manufacture, with the exception of some 
simple types, is constantly ev. King in details as well as 
in general composition, because of the need for more 
productivity at the same puce, weight or power. This 

situation is reflected in the fabrication series of identical 
products, reducing them in a sensible manner. Because 
composition of machine-tool inventories is related to 
the quality, the variety, and the series of products, when 
development of the mechanical industry starts, the 
demand for machines corresponds to elementary types 
for maintenance and fabrication of simple articles. As in 
this stage of development demand is scarcely diversified 
in types and models, favourable conditions arc present for 
construction in series, above a hundred, for example, 
which represents a high scaleni machine-tool manufacture 
on the order of one ton weight. However, while the 
number oi' machine tools integrating an inventory 
increases and new products are launched into the market, 
a substantial change takes place in the requirements of 
users who first try to obtain the type of machine best 
suited from the standpoint oi' operation technology 
(more variety ) and then, according to the serial si/e, the 
most productive machine. 

It is diflicult to reconcile the interests of a very diversi- 
fied demand with those of machine-tool construction in 
important series. Here it must be recalled that, during a 
period shortly before the Second World War, différent 
production scales of mechanical manufactures were 
generally attained through the installation of larger or 
smaller numbers oi equal machines. The technology 
trend prevailing at present, fai from eliminating the 
multiplicity o\' types and models of machines, tries to 
find the most adequate solution U> the problems. \s an 
extreme, it might be sani thai lor some articles maximum 
productivity is only achieved hy me.ins ol special and 
complex machines, elaborated to order. In other words, 
the maximum production scale for the users would 
correspond to the minimum scale lor the constructors. 
I his indicates a certain relationship ol inverse propor- 
tionality between I lie user's serie- and that of the machine- 
tool manul ictuier. 

In order to condense the peculiar operative condi- 
tions upon which the sector must rely, the producers' 
n.am problems have been typified through five sizes of 
machine-tool construction enterprises, assigning to them 
beforehand the equipment together with direct and 
indirect labour corresponding to predetermined manu- 
facturing structures to produce a wide variety of types 
and models of machines. The possibility and convenience 
of elaborating given types related to each size of enter- 
prise is then examined, considering the greatest possible 
number oi' variables m order to synthesize the most 
characteristic technical and economic problems oi' the 
sector. 

Hie first two sizes of enterprise represent embryonic 
technical situations of an artisan type which are specially 
useful m countries with low industrialization indices. The 
last two sizes denote more advanced structures of 
specialized factories already able to produce complex 
machines for more demanding and developed markets. 
The other type of enterprise constitutes a sort of transition 
from artisan producir, n to production of great industrial 
significance. 

The values assumed as well as the conclusions are 
always indicative of inten.iediate situations. The basic 
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data related to the first three sizes of enterprise have been 
obtained from studies of ihe machine-tool industries of 

Argentina and Brazil. Information for the other enter- 
prise derives from some Western European tirms. 

The method look account, simultaneously, of a \ast 
ensemble of products and factories of diverse technical 

operative characteristics and represents an approach the 

ultimate objective of which is to favour the formation 
a selection of basic ideas with regard to the new 

initiatives frequently emerging from this sector in 
countries with mechanical industries in the process of 
development. 

I ariahles 

Machine,  type,  model,  accessory 

The term "machine" designates a lathe, a milling 
machine or an eccentric press. The type determines one 

of the probable variables in the construction of a machine ; 

in milling machines, for example, there are Ihe universal, 
horizontal, vertical, simplex, duplex, for splines and 

copying types. In its turn, the model indicates mainly the 

size of each type and is directly related to work capacity, 
installed power and other characteristics. 

The type and model arc usually accompanied by a 

series of accessories diversified in form, complexity and 
weight so as to oiler greater utilization capacity. Pro- 

duction machine equipment is studied and adapted 

especially for specilic applications Mich as feeders of 
pieces. When the producéis design, manufacture and 

supply equipment, they are compelled lo involve them- 
selves with the production problems of ihe user in a much 

more intense way than the constructor of universal 
machines. At any rale, the inclusion o* standard and 

special accessories to the normal line of production 

implies supplementary series of fabrication which overlap 
the basic problems, thus augmenting the variable factors 
that affect the producers. 

(Onwle.xity index 

One of the obstacles met in this study is that of classi- 

fying and comparing even approximately the difficulties 
of construction of the great number of machines, types 

and models in existente. To assert, for instance, that 

the elaboration ol a parallel lathe is easier than that of a 
turret lathe of the same power, is not always true. 

In order that Ihe machines may be comparable by 

fabrication, it is necessary to introduce an index number 
¡c called •'complexity index" which represents the most 

significant and characteristic quantity of the machining 
difficulties. 

This /c index may be defined as the sum of various 

categories of simple or compound machine elements, as: 

It      a, -i- a2 -:- a¡ - aA -•• a, 

where: 

fli Indicator number of the quantity of gears, internal 
and external splined profiles, pulleys and flywheels; 

a2 Indicator number of transmission shafts, racks, 
movement screws and motors. The transmission 
shafts are related to the bearings and consequently 

to the precision borers for the bearings and bushes 
seat ; 

</, Indicator number of the quantity of couplings, 
clutches, brakes, internal and external levers, all soils 

of cams, and oilier programmers of a kinematic tvpe. 

Uns group of elements is indicative of the degree of 
mechanical automatism attained hv the power and 
control   or  programming  transmissions. 

i/4 Number of plane surfaces and slides that suppuri 

those parts which being either in movement or 

blockaded are indispensable to determine a work 
cycle; 

«v Number of final and intermediate apparatus, filters 
pumps and tanks belonging to the circuits KA lubrica- 

tion, refrigeration, pneumatic, hydraulic and mixed;1 

«v Number of pistons and rotors.1 

It is obvious that on counting the different parts and 
pieces from as to </< abstraction has been made of the 

varying degrees of machining difficulty among the 

elements: but it is also true that the simplilicalion 
facilitates equationing the problem without altering Us 
nature. 

figure 2 presents the estimateti /r indices for sonic 
machines: the great l< variation occurring on the same 
type of machine is observable. On the basis ,>f the 

estimated results of le indices for different machine 
models (without accessories or auxiliary equipments), it 

is possible lo subdivide the variation held of lc into five 
groups (A-,, /c. A-,. A , and A,| which would be equiva- 
lent to 

A i  Kineinatically  very  simple niachii.es; 

/< : Kiueinath ally semi-complicated machines; 
A , Kinematically complicated machines: 

/<, Machines with complicated kinematic, hydraulic, 
pneumatic and lubrication circuits; 

I(K Ihe same machines as A , but with programming of 

the work cycle through perforated, magn-tic hand 

and other advanced methods not dealt with here. 

In numerical terms, the four groups could be frac- 
tionated as: 

/e, from It» to 50 
/<•, from So t„ 100 

lc\ from HK) to 200 
A-4 from 200 to 400 

Weight of machines 

The weight of machines is another variable factor 
which constitutes an impoit.ini characteristic lor the 
manufacturers. As already demonstrated by practice, at 

equal complexity the machininu of large pieces with a 

high degree of accuracy is in some ways more diluitili 

than the smaller pieces. Actually, the heavier machines 
present specific problems of deformation, alignment, 

perpendicularity and others, proving .trillions f>r the 

producer de .pite the implicit admission that when 

augmenting its size the machine tool loses in precision as 

compared with the smaller ones 

1 I or </<• ¡mil a • OS of each clément is considered »hen they «re 
bought from llvrit parties. ;tntl 2 fur those mat-hmed by the saine 
producer. 
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Of course il is evident thai tor each si/e of enterprise 
considered further on. the same productive capacity as 
regards the average weight of machines cannot be 
assumed, as the heavier ones need a determined mana- 
gerial infrastructure on equipment, technical experts and 
transport winch can onl> he found ir factories ol certain 
dimensions. Practice suggests then to attribute the 
maximum weight of the machines the> arc able to 
produce lo the dill'erent manufacturing structures. This 
limitation is particularly valid and applicable to the small 
enterprises. 

Quality of »lucilina 
The quality factor is also a significant variable that 

should not be ignored when analysing this sector. (he 
verification o\ die quality of a machine according to 
Schlesinger and Salmon standards constitutes the most 
accepted method. It is only by means of such standards 
that it will be known afterwards whether the machine was 
manufactured within or outside the specifications. This 
checking is. however, not sufficient for the purpose o\' 
these notes, as no account is taken o{' the degrees ol 
difficulty the constructor confronts when producing at 
different quality levels. 

It is convenient in the liist place to separate the quality 
of machines into lour possible and real classes: 

Qt Quality of those machines in which the results of the 
tests are always inferior to the recommendations ol 
maxiniu n error in the standards; 

Q, Quality of those machines satisfactorily passing only 
one part o( the standards tests or which, or, ¡iig to 
inadequate materials or deficient design as a whole or 
in detail, work with their initial precision for only a 
short time; 

(J, Quality o\' machines always m accord with the stan- 
dards and m condition to maintain the initial pre- 
cision for a long time, requiring only normal main- 
tenance; 

QA Quality ol high precision machines such as the jig 
boring machines, not included in this outline. 

A criterion mighl be established right away to deter- 
mine the existing relationship between the linai quality 
of the product and the technical attention to which its 
components would be subject, taking as an example the 
number ol controls performed on each machined part. 

It is a well-known fact that in order to achieve Qt 

quality the use of calibres with a range from I 20 to I 50 
millimetre is enough; also that the accuracy on the 
elaboration ol couplings or plane surfaces is generally 
left to the operator. Category rj: demands further 
knowledge on the pari of the constructor with regard to 
metrologv. the greater number of measuring instruments 
and a minimum of quality controls including even the 
phase of elaboration o\ pieces. So as to attain category 
(J, manufacturers must make significant efforts, as in 
general the control of all machining operations is carried 
out in the section of speciali/ed metrology. Naturally 
these three cases differ in the instrument utili/ed. person- 
nel technical level and the indirect hours employed on the 
quality controls. 

Taking now as a point o\' reference the number of 
controls the manufacturer usually performs on the 
components and considering tentatively that the opera- 
tions may ringe between 4 to 6 for each part, the result is: 
for (¡>, one control per piece; for Q, from two to three 
controls per piece; for (J.i ,rom 'our ll> six controls per 
piece. 

These data may also be transcribed thus: 

Vj H:- <?2 
one piece of four operations  1    2   4  controls 
one piece of six operations     I    3   6  controls 

The number o\' controls reflects in good measure the 
final result envisaged once the pieces are assembled, as 
well as that stricter control corresponds to more rigorous 
design specifications which must be verified. 

from another point of view, a certain correlation may 
be admitted between (J qualities of the machines and ISO 
work tolerances with regard to the more responsible parts 
and pieces forming the product. According to information 
gathered from various producers, that correlation could 
he approximately ; (>i quality a.rresp.Hiding to grades 
10 and 11 o( ISO tolerances: (J_ quality corresponding 
to grade X of ISO tolerances; (_z, quality corresponding 
to grade 7 o\' ISO tolerances. 

To pass from precision degree 7 to degree X. the held of 
tolerance oi the first piece must be multiplied by 1.56. 
and from degree 7 to degrees 10 and II by multiplying 
by 4.0 and 6.2 respectively. Supposing now a certain 
identification among the tolerance degrees and the 
manufacturing difficulties for obtaining the pieces under 
consideration, which in practice is partly confirmed, it 
might be said that other factors being equal, quality Qt 

is 4.0 or 6.2 times easier to obtain tnan quality Q¡ and 
2.6 or 4.0 times easier to obtain than Q2. If the tolerance 
criterion is combined with that of the control of pieces 
with similar values, and adopting intermediate situations, 
it vili be possible to formulate comparisons, which though 
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abstract, lead to the meaning of starting the manufacture 
of products of different quality. 

On the ba-as of the abose it may broadly be admitted 
that: (J, is three times easier to machine than (/\: 

Q| is li\e times easier to machine than (>,; (J: is 1.7 times 
easier to machine than (_>,. 

This preliminary equation of the problem has been 

made with the sole purpose of illuminating how difficult 
it ¡s in practice to advance on the qua!itati\e Held from 

an inferior quality towards another of international le\e!. 
Also, that it is not possible to pass from a qualitative 

situation of elaboration to a superior one without 

changing the structure of the manufacturing equipment 

or extending the corresponding technical services. 

Size I<Ii' enterprises 

With a view to analysing th>- sector in ils most general 
aspect, it seems advisable lo consider dillerenl sizes of 

manufacturing enterprises from the artisan lo a factory 
with adequate technical resources available for the 
production of various types and models of machines. 

hive typical sizes ofenterprises (Te) have been selce.ed. 
The first i.vo t /'<•, and Te2) with 20 and 50 persons occu- 

pied, are characterized by the high percentage of direct 
or productive hours in relation to indirect or unproduc- 
tive ones. They dispose of precarious production means 

and may therefore manufacture simple articles of low 

quality and low price per kilogramme. Ihese enterprises 
are justified especially in those consumption areas where 

the demand for machine tools is still al a primary stage 

and maintenance and manufacture of metallic devices of 
elementary composition are predominant. Size 7c, with 

a hundred persons, has greater technical capacity 1I1..11 the 
previous and may elaborate (_>, machines of low /, index 

In this dimension, the proportion of indirect pcisonnol 

may even reach 2S pei cent of all the personnel. fa\ouimg 

the quality of the pioduct as well as the oigani/ational 
structure. I his size. 11 ,. repiesenls. howevei. a stage o| 

transition in the evolution of the enterpi ises. i .it liei than 

a well-defined ponit ol i .ehno economic equilihnum It 
is through sizes /< , and /c, with 2>0 and s00 peisons 

that moie complete manufacturing siriiuiucs aie le.isihle 
I rom a technical and organi/, itional pomi >>| \ iew I he 

percentage of indirect labour increases ,is ictcned to I, • 
Ihu-. enabling the protection, study, lesini;' .nul constine 
lion of complex products ol high responsibility m v», 
quality. 

lor sizes above /<•< not dealt with m these notes, it 

must be thought that the increase in the munivi of 

persons and machines would be related to moie important 
and diversified production volumes rather than lo the 

weight, quality anil complexity factors already indicated 
Certain observations and results regarding l<\ mav then 
be valid for these enterprises. 

I he subdivision i4 direct and induci. I pei sonnet 

derives from dala collected in \rgenlm.i. Hia/il and 

Western I uropc from enterprises that concentrale then 
activity on machine-tool elaboration and work exclusively 
by means of their own designs and icseaicli as shown m 
table 2 anil ligure V 

1 he lack of a classification that allows Im ihe exact 

dillerentiation between direct and induce I pcisoiinel 
might lead to various interpretations, this is ihe leasoii 

why in table .* ihe adivines here eonsideicd as indirect 
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Table 2 

DlRK I AND INDIRICT PFRSONNIL IN I III  t IN I  SI/IS Oh fNtLRPRISIS 

Ihr, i i {'i r^inih ! 

H ni. II ilhitiil Indir,, 1 

'*"" h,». nuit hl H'< * i,.itti piruittHr 

lotul I'.r V,r I'.r l'.r 
Tr jH°r\<>fíM'l \„mh.r ,,111 Sitmht-r            uni \„mh.r I till \t,mb,r ,,nt 

n-, 20 17 «5 2            IO IV 95 1 5 

Te 50 î2 64 y          is 41 82 9 18 
Tex 1(H) 52 52 20             20 72 72 2K 28 
T,u 250 OX W 57             21 155 f>2 95 M 
7e< 500 INI (2 115             2.» 275 55 225 45 

have been classified, pointing out the existence or absence 
in each size of enterprise. The other activities ha\e been 
taken as direct or pioduciive .nul arc so accounted in 
order to know the real lime "I elaboration by  pieces, 
assemblies and machines 

Di SCRII'I II »S «»I   ISDIKKl    \(  IIMIII-S 

I), „..,„.; ,1   ;. I              h           I.,         I',-i If 

Workshop (nciAiM unii linemen) 
Assistant machine operator x \ 
Preparation of work on machines v 
Manual internal transports s       x       x       x 
Mechanized internal transports. X        X \ 
Maintenance     "        "        x        x x 
Tools     "        "       X        x x 
Construction of ngs  *       ''       x x 
Tool warehouse     x        X x 
lieneraI warehouse     X       x x 
Metrology section  x x 
Baling and packing     X x 
IX'h\ei>     '        r        *'       x x 
Person in charge of auxiliurv 

set \ ices      X        X X 
I orcinan     x        X       X        X X 
Labour foreman    X       *       X X 

il ori. shop iemploye, \) 
1 ngmccrs      X X 
Technical ollice for piecework 

estimate     x 
Technical ollice for jigs design . * X 
Ollice tor production planning . X x 
Ollice for distribution of 

production cards  X x 
Co-ordina;ion of purchases   ... XX 
Tests, laboratory and research x 

Ofliee {enipto\ee\) 
Technical   '       *       X       X x 
Accounting    *       X       X       X x 
Costs  x       x x 
Administration   f       *       X       x x 
Sales  f      f      x       x x 
Purchases  f       f      x       x x 
I xports  x 
Management   X       x x 

General ser\iee\ 
Cleaning  "       "       x       x x 
Conciergerie     x x 
Outside sen ices     x x 
Outside transport      x \ 
liuard'      x x 

a Ojvt.iit.m'. h* 'lu' vinu* workei who p^rtumis produclt\e functions. 
» Work. cMvuloil In »luivl .>|n:t.itors 
' I'ses the \.ime .isvcmbK ix-i^onnel. 
* t-l.ihm.iioa I« tin- onirli'Mv- «-I ihci-cnlral Us.hnic.il office. 
• Coll.iboi.mon ><t thifvl I-.HIH    p.HI ttun- 
f AcllMtics peiMMUilli tfxecut. ' '-. tin -wncr. 

In this way the profound structural differences oí the 
diverse le si/es stand out. and consequently the diverse 
human technical potentials they ha\e available to operate. 
Thus, after establishing criteria to dctine the Q qualities, 
/c complexity indices and le si/es of enterprise, and also 
taking into account the machines and equipment men- 
tioned elsewhere, il is possible to delimit the most ade- 
quate field of action for each industry, using logic 
compatibility and practical experience as co-ordinating 
elements among the multiple variabK i considered. 

Table 4 summarizes the most probable situations 
which may actually happen. 

Data registered in table 4 may he transcribed in the 
following way. bringing out the limit values of le in- 
formation of (J. 

I,  i uhi, i l„ 

/'•• 

Te, 
TV-. 

Te, 
Te, 
TV< 

10 125 10    f>2 
10 200 IO 100 IO   50 

100 250 10 175 10 125 
100 300 5i) 250 

100 4M 

Another observation derives fri m the work field of 
the enterprises: that it is necessary to differentiate 
between the possibility and the convenience of elaborat- 
ing certain products. This situation is modified according 
to the size of the enterprise; relating it to the quality 
factor it might be said that: 

7V, may manufacture products 
Te2 may manufacture products 
Te} may manufacture products 
7V4 is only interested in products 
7V< is only interested in products 

within the previously determined /c complexity indices. 
It is understood that TeA and Ti\ are manufacturing 

the products of the smaller enterprises though it does 
not seem advisable as their prefixed structure would 
render this uneconomical given their high operational 
cost. On the contrary, the field of action defined for the 
first three /"<• corresponds to the maximum technological 
limits they may achieve as functions of (J and le. 

QiQz 
ih Q: Q> 
Q. Q: Q> 

Proda, Him series 

Among the factors analysed, production series are 
perhaps the most variable, as in practice they are in- 
fluenced by innumerable causes. Attention has already 
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been drawn to the taci that the order of magnitude of the 
series is maintained low e\en l'or Te enterprises. The 

diversification of types and models together with the 
number o! different pieces comprising 'lie machines 

constitute elements so characteristic oï the construction 

of capital goods and of this sector in particular, that they 
prevent the serial factor from receiving the same ap- 
proach as. for example, the durable consumer goods. 

In order to furnish some arguments on the subject 

which may be applicable to several producers, the 

factors indicating the elasticity with which this sector 
should  operate are: 

(«) During the past fifty years, statistics have system- 
atically shown that in diverse countries the machine-tool 

demand has almost always been variable in weight and ¡n 
quantity : 

(M I ach lime, the producer tends to study the most 

adequale machine for the user's different •"economies of 
scale" : 

    ... _ i.v> 

in different models which is obviously reflected upon the 
annual series of fabrication. It may also be added that as 

a rule this sector lends to fractionate its total production 

many times in the course oi the year, which naturally 
reduces the order uf magnitude oi' the repetitive series. 
As a matter of Lut. the manufacturer always tries to 
defend himself against the too low series, on the basis oi; 

(</) Launching the fabrication oi small pieces once or 
twice .1 year. I he storage olMich pieces does not involve 
a significant immobilization o\' capital: 

(/') Studying the pioduds m order thai the small 
mechanical pieces are common to various tv pes and 
models of machines (internal  unification): 

(r) Maximum standardization oi pieces bought from 

third parlies (less variety of tools for their applications), 
including electrical   material; 

((/) Unifying as much as possible diametrical measures, 
screws, splined profiles, threads, tolerances and pieces of 
all types; 

Table 4 
WORK FIEL» OF THB ENTERPRISES 

iAtfm^t  u>iuJitunt\) 

le, /, /. 
All. 0i 0; Q >j Q 

50 100 50 62 

V 

--  - 
0, 

100 125 

y 

Te, 1050 10-50 
Te: 10-50 10-50 IO 50 50 100 50 ino 100 200 
Te¡ 10-50 10 50 50 UH) 50 100 100 200 1(H) 175 
Tei 50 100 100 200 

100 200 

Í.4 

Ih 

200 tuo    2<>0 250 
200 44X1 

U) As a consequence, ihe manufacture of complemen- 
tary and special equipment, sometimes more complicated 
than the machines themselves, assumes an increasing im- 

portance since the constructor will have to take care oi 

them in some way, even if he does not integrate them in 
his production; 

<</) In front of a fluctuating demand, the manufacturer 
shows his interest on the elaboration of different models 

of the same type of machine, thus ensuring a more 
regular sale: 

(c) for the same reason, the producer's preference may 

be inclined towards the fabrication of more than one type 
of machine; 

( f ) The elaboration oi' one type of machine in various 
models gives the user the impression that the manu- 

facturer has a more thorough ki.ovvledge oi' his field 
of specialization and that therefore he is not improvising: 

li.') When manufacture is divided into several models 
it constitutes a much stronger incentive towards the 

introduction of structura! or marginal mollifications and 
innovations on the products than if the case were oi' 

elaborating a unique ir idei, since then it is not necessary 
lo intervene on the whole production: 

(/') Lastly, it may be said that the construction of one 
type ol machine in more than one model is alwavs a 
sign of prestige for its manufacturer. 

from the above it is apparent that the machine-tool 

producer should elaborate at least one type of machine 

(<') Unifying at a maximum the modules and numbers of 
teeth oi gears; 

(/»Conceiving the machines as a composition of 

compact groups and subgroups lor the power transmis- 

sion chain as well as for that oi the contiols. be they 

kinematic, hydraulic, pneumatic, of lubrication, etc., 

which may be joined to a carrying and functional 
structure having in mind their eventual adaptation to 

machines manufactured in ditlercni models bul within 
the same technical line; 

(,!,') Abandoning the traditional idea ol iikoipoiating 

into one-piece structures ill the non-powered transmis- 

sions, that is. of low potential, to apply them externally. 
I his would simphly in a sensible manner the machining 

ol heavy pvces. giving at Ihe s.tmc time more scope for 
possible modifications; 

(//I Reducing the use ol the unique sou ice ol power and 
installing various niolot- gmng among oilier advantage« 

simplification derived liom the diminution ol distance 
transmissions; 

<7) Designing similar pieces to pei form the same 
function with different potentials 

Ihe production means generally utilized on the 

construction of machines are almost always of a universal 
type. Consequently, in order thai the products may be 

elaborated within a reasonable number of direct man- 
hours per 100 kilogrammes (HsIOO), the manufacturer 
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also is compelled to give maximum attention to the 
auxiliary production equipment and tools. 

The ditlìcullics mei when living lo establish a criterion 
to determine the minimum economic series of fahricalioi 

which may he equally » alid tor the ditlerent product 
levels thus are revealed clearly flic esumale methods 

adopted for this purpose would only he applicable to 
homogeneous groups of machines and specific manu- 

facturing situations. furthermore, in practice, several 
combinations are offered to the same constructor 

(produce, lor example various tv pes or models o\' 
machines, each one with a different series). 

Asan illustration, some data are transcribed which have 
been provided by machine-tool manufacturers m con- 

nexion with the minimum production series lor machines 
up to five tons. It is understood thai these values do noi 

prevail for the total production o\ the enterprise hut 
only for one or a few types or models o\' machines. 

one year in each /<• enterprise and. on the other, the 
number of direct man-hours necessary to manufaciuri 
KM)  kilogrammes of product  (Ms KM)). 

Purposely, no specification has been made previoi sly 
in order to do it now. (he activities considered a- 

direct owing lo their closer hnf-age to the lb HK) ,u\ 

examined herein, [hese are summed tip tor each enter 

prise in table 5. 

Tabic .s 

DtS( KII'IIOS Ol   DIRK   I    V<   IIVIIUS 

lM    minimum: S    scute. R    regular: N    normali 

/. 

ff, 

Tey 
Te4 
Te, 

/•i i,im 

i h, 

4 
5 
(> 

12 
l(. 

II 
14 
20 
24 

IS 
IS 

2ft 
12 

IhiHiHUHHtU'n It 

C leaning and pivp.nation 
of casi non piei.es .... M 

Marking  N 
Operators wuh ducei 

machines     .     N 
Scraping  M 

•\ssemhlv     N 
Panning    N 
Hrcak in  
I mal controls according 

lo standards  M 

S 
N 

N 
S 
N 
N 
M 

R 
N 

N 
N 
N 
N 
R 

/•! 

N 
N 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

N 
N 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

PRODI ("DON oi- IMI IMIKPRIM-S 

PIIHIUCIìW capacity vsprvssvil in ions per war 

It is possible to estimate the annual tonnage of finished 
products for each enterprise. Consider on one side, the 

total number ol direct man-hours (Us) available during 

Logarithmic scale 

The annual production right lines P marked as a 

function o( Us KM) are indicated m figure 4 The extension 

covered by them is observable as well as the superposition 

on the tonnage produced between one enterprise and 
another, which in practice is dillicult to admit Mean- 

while, considering thai it has been verified that the 

production per occupied person (direct and indirect 

personnel)  and   per   year  normally   fluctuates   between 

(Annual production per 
occupied person 
(tons per year) 

Hs/100 

*     150 

100 

80 

40        60    80   100 200      300   400       600   800 1000 
Annual production of enterprises 

Figure 4 

\s.M \l   PRODI (HON Ol  I YIIRCRISfS AS  \ H \( TION Or PRODt CTIV1TY 

2,000    iOOOtons 
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kl     .        . Logarithmic scale 
Number of machine tools produced annually 

i.r 

Up to 10 tons 

80   100        150    200       300   ¿00 500    700     1.000     2,000 3.000   tons 
Man-hours per 100 kilograms 
Hs/100 1(?°. 8-° • 6P SP  9,0.70 60 5080. 60 50   40    70 ,   50   40  60 50   40     30 

Tons per person 
Productivity 2 3 4 2 3      42 

-i . II  
3 

JL. 
2 3 42 3      4 

i    i  i 

figlili   5 Ni MUIR   \M) WIKilll   (ti   MVIHIM    HK)I S DI RIVI I) I K(»\l   \\\l \|   |>R()|>( (  ||<»N 

two and four tons, ¡i is possible to delimit the production 
field of the enterprises. It will then be enough to overlap 
to the right lines P a faggot ol right lines /> representing 

the different production \allies per person and per year 
that, when located between two and lour tons, leads to 

the elimination of production interference between one 
enterprise and another. The problem thus defined gi\es a 

dear idea as a whole, enabling at the same unie a glimpse 

"I the panorama presented bv those si/es above '/'<>,. 
Dillerent observations mav be formulated in connexion 

with figure 4. In the first place, it mav be supposed thai 
one goes from a to b along right lines P when the /< and 

Q indices increase. The same happens assuming that /<• 

and O remain constant if bad use is made of machines 

and installations, or a production is fractionated in too 

many types and models of machines, or both things al a 
time, (ioing from /> to a. the appreciations are equal and 

opposite. Attention should also be drawn to the fact that 

2.2(H) effective work hours per year have been admitted 

for each direct person, which is equivalent to one work 
shift. 

Productive (dfxn ilv expressed in nionher of 

machines per war 

If a determined weight unit is attributed to machines, 

it is easy to estimate the number le may elaborate on the 

basis of already available production data in tons per 
year. 
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This situation is illustrated in figure 5 where Hs 100 
scales and those of productivity per person have also 
been adapted tor each enterprise. The action field of the 
enterprises is defined when possibility or convenience 
limits are established regarding the weight of machines, 
in accordance with the M/C of industries and taking into 
account : 

TV, 
(«) The means for lifting and for internal transpon are 

exclusively manual, thus making it difficult to remove 
heavy volumes such as cast iron bodies of machines o! 

more than one ton: 
{b) The machines used are more adequate for light 

production; 
(<•) Should the constructed machines weigh more '.han 

one ton. their fabrication number per year would be low. 
In that case, annual invoicing would be subdivided into a 
few fractions, which is incompatible with the economic- 
financial structure >>i the manulacluring artisan: 

(</) In order lo ensure a more regular invoicing, Te, 
should elaborale largei quantities of light products 
susceptible of being launched into production twelve 
times a yeai (monthly frequency): 

(c( It may be noted that /< , has possibilities of pro- 
ducing <J: machines only if then unii weight is reduced. 

In view of the above, the manufacture of products with 
a unit weight of more than one ton does not seem 
advisable lor 7'c,. 

Generally speaking, the observations made for the 
former enterprise are also valid for 7V2. 

(a) However, unlike 7V,. this enterprise is able to 
produce (>, machines provided their weight is not high. 
for example up to 0.5 0.75 ton. 

(A) l! seems convenient that when this enterprise 
elaborates its products m two models, the maximum 
weight be limited to around  1.25 tons. 

7V, 

(</) I igure 5 indicates the existence of a wider field of 
manufacturing possibilities as regards the weight ol 
machines. It is assumed that 7"«-, is interested in the con- 
struction of at least three models of machines and for 
that reason the production of machines above 1.5 tons 
is not desirable. 

(/>) The technical capacity of the enterprise might 
allow for even heavier manufacture«, bul with Q, quality. 

ir) for financial motives, the launchings should not 
be fewer than six per year when it is the case ol 
producing only one model, for other cases, eight launch- 
ings would be recommended. 

7V4 and /< < 

Within the high le and (J patterns assigned to them, 
these enterprises permit the most varied conditions of 
operability in respect of weight and number of machines. 
The limitations on the unit weight of products for these 
sizes refer to the  minimum  weight  of the machines 

they are interested in constructing. Otherwise, should 
this weight be reduced in extreme, productions would 
result in less technical and commercial significance in 
contrast to prefixed structures which are considered 

normal within the sector 

Repetitive serie* 

By repetitive series of manufacture is understood the 
results from the division into fractions of the annual 
production of a given type or model of machine as a 
consequence of the number of launchings in ihe course 

of a year. 
Machine-tool fabrication, as with other capital goods, 

is characterized by discontinuity which derives from the 
number of unies the series is repeated during the year. 
The most frequent quantity of launchings is in practice 
exactly one. two. three, lour. six. eight and twelve, 
figures deserving some additional comments. 

Generally speaking, launchings of one, two and three 
times a year are not acceptable for the production as a 
whole because the circulating capital would in such cases 
attain excessively high values in comparison with the 
economic structure of the enlerprisc. altering costs in a 
sensible manner 

I oi irA and le- the most usual frequencies are four, 
six and eight, while eight and twelve seem more suitable 
for /e,. /( ; and l< , Due lo a series of variable factors, 
among them demand which m.iv diller according to the 
type and model elaborated by a single constructor, 
différent launching frequencies may coexist within a 
given factorv. Hence n becomes practically impossible 
to take into account all the probable combinations that 

may occur. 
Nevertheless, starling I rom already known data 

in ligure (> permits calculation of ihe magnitude of the 
construction series as a function of the number ol 
launchings and the quantity of models. 

This is of course valid for estimating the average of a 
manufacturing situation as well as for facilitating some 
of the combinations which may derive from the sub- 
division of total annual production for each Te 

INVISI vit \i  vM> ( usis 

Investment on iiuirlune\ for the five enterprises 

Machine tools represent the greatest pari of fixed total 
investment. Ihe number of direct operators working 
with machines has already been determined for each sì/e 
vif enterprise: as usual, they have been assigned a machine 
per person. If ilns relationship is taken as starting-point, 
it is easy to compile M\ inventory loi each enterprise 
which although hypothetical may Iv Millicienlly rep- 
resentative regarding the form of operation of the 
sector. I ven if not lelerred to the conslruclion of given 
types or models ol machines, it must he acknowledged 
that these conditions are nearer Ihe ideal equipment tor 
the manufacture of metal-cutting machines than for that 
of metal-forming machines, since Ihe first ones exist in a 
larger variet, of types and models 

The selection of the production equipment is also 
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made, taking into account the factors, quality, complexity 

and weight of the machines, in agreement with the posi- 
tions adopted in this outline, (iencrally. the smaller 

lirnis use machines of low price .nul less technical 
resources. 7c, utilizes machines of medium \alue together 

with others of inferior quality, while for 7«"4 and /<< the 

category of the machines integrati.ig the inventories is oí 

high level in terms of quality, operative resources and 

i.w 

h and Q and with equal equipment and investment, it is 
possible to achieve different Ms |(H) value* only through 

the more or less rational utili/.ilion oí the auxiliary 
production equipment which in its turti depends upon the 

technical, imaginative and creative capacitv of ihe 
indirect personnel in charge oí this task 

It also may   he said that if a smaller percentage oí 
indirects IN admitted for /<4 and It-,, nunieiicallv more 
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pnces. Here an almost always valid observation concern- 
ing the sector, under analysis should be pointed out: As 

the importance of the series is variable at least between 

the limits considered, the machines do not differ much 

Irom the universal tv pes. Hence, automatic and semi- 
automatic machines are not included in the manu- 

facturers' inventory. This is easily understood when 

".count is taken oí the great variety of pieces and the 

aree number oí different operations required by the 

' ibncation of a machine in respect to the repetitive series. 
v aiding out once more is the importance that must be 

it'ihuted to the quality of tools an i ;o a wider use of 

' >.'•> and special equipment for obtaining low Hs/100 
v..!ues  This is equivalent to asserting that at parity of 

important inventories than tin -c sclccied can be con- 
ceived. Such would be (he case, among others, of enter- 

prises working exclusively or partially through licences of 

foreign firms, since lin. u the indirect personnel devoted 

to research studies, product and equipment projects 

might be replaced by productive personnel once these 
services would be in the charge of the industiy pioviding 

the licence. 'I luis the number of direct hours available 

in one year could be increased between I 5 and S per cent 

over the values adopted. As these cases fall out of the 

scope of the present outline, Ihcy have not been con- 

sidered further. However, it would not he difficult to 

adjust the respective corrections within the context of 
these notes. 

J 
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The variety of the machines usually utilized in those 
manufactures may be appreciated in taWe 6. together 
with the distribution for the dilferent ente.-piïses. Here it 
is naturally understood that the displacement oí '/<•, 
towards '/"(•< implies an inipro\emeiit of its quality with 
repercussions over the price. 

In order to facilitate the interpretation oí the table. 
some comments are added in connexion \\:th each type of 
enterprise. 

Machines lor lei enterprise 

The list of the machines required by this enterprise is 
extremely simple and oilers lew variants. As in this size 
there are no specialized sections, machines are used for 
direct as well as for indirect services. There are no 
machines to carry out special services: this is a workshop 
where labour is exclusively artisanal and where it is 
normal that the same worker executes different functions, 
passing from one to the other with relative facility. 

Machines for '/'<•> enterprise 

This size is also characterized by the employment of a 
reduced number of indirect personnel. Its inventory ol 
machinery is iif some importance and allows it to con- 
struct machines with /< and (J features which lav oui ably 
meet the demands of the industrial inventories ol such 
countries which are itisi starting to develop mechanical 
industries \s a rule, i he technical and commercial 
guarantees which this type "I enterprise may provide are 
not in stitlicieni demand to suhscrihe fabrication agree- 
ments through licences troni foreign lirnts. I or them 
it is more common to subcontract some project services. 
The equipment itself as well as methods of utilization still 
reilect elementary technical levels. 

Machines lor /c, enterprise 

The evolution ol enterprises from 7V, to Te4 and l'i\ 
is accompanied by increasing technical and organizational 
capacities, starting from the artisanal system lor /<', 
and progressing u> a complete structure, already possible 
for /e, and consolidated for le., /r, offering diverse 
interpretations ol machines, equipment A\)í\ organization. 
This means that /< , may lepicsem as much of an enter- 
prise oí /1 , tv pe. though somew hai larger, as an enterprise 
which is living lo develop Us general snudine taking as 
a point of releience the oigamzalion and the lechno- 
productive results that may be achieved in superior sizes. 
In the present case.the selection is made with a view to the 
latter hypothesis which implies that beginning by /'e, it 
is interesting and feasible to work with licences from 
specialized firms. 

Machines for /c4 enterprise 

When a machine-tool enterprise reaches TeA size, the 
structure of almost all its sections is well delineated and 
the firm is in a position to elaborate products of a 
certain complexity and of its own design. Such an 
enterprise may therefore contribute in some measure 
to the technological evolution of the sector. 

Machines for TV, enterprise 

In this size of enterprise, the preferential selection of 
equipment for the manufacture of metal-cutting machines 
is more evident It may also be observed that in 7<< 
enterprise-, indirect machines can attain almost 9 per 
cent of the total, which allows internal const'uclion of 
complex auxiliary production equipment I ider these 
conditions, rational employment ol installed machinery, 
together with efficient administration and organization 
of the different sections, make possible productions with 
low Ms 100 values although h  and O might be high. 

Other investments 

This denomination covers mainly the following items: 

(íJ) Indirect   and  complementary   production  equip- 
ment ; 

(h) Internal mechanized means of transport; 
(c) Trucks and vehicles: 
(</) Furniture and office machines; 
(<')  Equipment for laboratories; 
if) Industrial installations: 
ig) Terrain: 
{h) Buildings. 

Before evaluating the probable amount of investment. 
the position oí every enterprise with regard to these 
points should oe defined. This is summarized in table 7. 

This scheme expedites the discrimination on capital 
density among the dilferent 7c. On the basis of available 
information and lakmg average condif'ons within those 
normally registered m practice, it ha-, been possible to 
estimate total investment by type- oí enterprise, as 
indicated in table S. 

In practice, within the same size of enterprise varied 
situations coexist especially as to terrain, buildings and 
installation values Moreover, these values differ between 
one zone and another within the same country, as well 
as in the dilferent countries. It is estimated, however, that 
the values adopted for total investment in table 8 are 
sufficiently indicative oí the structural differences that 
separate the several enterprises. 

I Ust of direct man-hour 

One of the more accepted methods for calculating 
hourly costs consists of relating all fixed expenses 
registered in one year with direct or productive man-hours 
actually available. Given its simple structure, in the 
smaller enterprises it is enough to assume for the direct 
hour an average value equal for all sectors of the factory, 
for 7'c, and 7iv it is preferable to establish average 
values for the direct hour for each group of similar 
machines and for the different production sections, as 
in these cases the hourly cost is diverse either owing to 
the stronger or weaker incidence of labour or to the 
degree of intensity of the applied capital. 

According to the purpose of this outline, it is enough 
to present the average cost of direct hour for each 
enterprise so as to reduce the number of variables, al- 
ready high. In this respect, the following should be kept 
in mind: 
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Table 6 
INVENTORY OK MACHISKRY RJOI IRH> BY run DIFBRFNT TYPES ot FNIFRHRISM 

141 

t)i IlilllttlllttinH 

Production machines 

Parallel lathe« of various dimensions 
Scrcu-cutting i.itho   
Vertical lathe  
Turret lathe  
Coining lathe    
I inversai nulling        
Vertical milling      
Special milling  
Horizontal nulling     
Screw-cutting milling  
Planning  
Planemilhng  
Slotting «.... 
Shaping     
Horizontal honng  
Vertical honng    
Pillar and bench drilling  
Column dulling     
Radial drilling  
Universal cylindrical gri uling     
internal c>hndncal grimmig      
Plain grinding  
Plain grinding lor slides and 

large surfaces  
Grinding l'or splincd protiles     
Ciear cutting. I ellows tvpe  
Ciear cutting, \1aag i\pe  
(¡ear cutting. I'lautcr tvpe     
Ciear cutting, Harbct-Colman Upe   .. 
Conical ge.u culling  
Grinding for gears     
Bevelling gear«     
Broaching     
Threading. CRI-DAN type  
Straightening for shafts      
Saws  
Machine for sheets   
Welding  
Hydraulic press  
Honing and lapping  
Dynamic balancing     
Centre hole grinding     
Centring shafts  
Dividing and engrav ing  
Special"     
Others  

'••i 

13 

4 
2 

/-4 

18 
I 

I 
5 
J 

12 

4 
* 
2 
2 

1 

2 

I 

1 
I 
t 

« 
J 
2 

1 
4 
2 

24 

Í 
9 
I 
3 
4 
3 
I 
I 
4 
I 
2 
3 
3 
2 

14 
6 
6 
7 
3 
4 

Total direct machines 17 32 St 98 t«D 

Machines for tool immutaci urc, maintenance and 
construction of jigs and special production 
equipment 

Jig boring  
Precision milling  
Universal milling     
Universal grinding       
Precision parallel lathe     
Tool grinding    
Shaping     
Drilling  
Welding      

Total indirect muchiiws 

Total inventory 

Total value of machines'' 
Average value of machines' 

_ — — 1 2 
__ __ «~ —. 1 

1 1 i 
  _ __ Í 1 
  1 1 2 3 

1 1 2 3 4 
  — 1 1 1 
  t t 1 2 

1 — _.. 

2 3 6 10 15 

19 35 58 i 0K 175 
ii niletl Staff\ < fallut s\ 

36.000 I05.<XX) 244,<XX> 663,<XX) U56.<XX> 
1,900 3.000 4.200 6,140 7,750 

i Constructed or adapted in the same industrv. 
* For simple machines, the t>pes md prices prevailing on the Argentine and Brazilian market-, have hern considered 
e  For machines of non-Latin American origin, an overcharge >d   HI per cent over ine l.o.b, talue for transport and in- 

surance, and another ot 20 per cent tor internment expenditure1* and other» ha\e been considered 
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(a) Accounting of all direct man-hours already deter- 
mined, that is those considered as productive : this is dune 
by means of the cards enclosed with the work during its 
execution. The sum ol* all direct hours accumulated in 
the course o! a year should coincide with the theoretical 
hours available, which arc deduced in accoro with the 
nu m her ol" direct persons working in an enterprise. It is 
understood that passive times of work preparation as 
well as ol the operational cycle proper should also be 
accounted lor. charging them to the respective piece or 
machine; 

Evidently each 7c will be characten/ed by a different Ch 
value that will increase as long as /<• augments 

Table l> presents relevant data that should be kept in 
mimi when calculating the cost ol direct man-hour on 
the basis of average situations occurring in the Latin 
American countries, with special reference to Argentina 
and Brazil. Once ( h has been determined, it is easy to 
arrive at the lived cost per KM) kilogrammes ol finished 
product Co KM), which if other conditions are maintained 
equal will be diilerent and variable according to ils 
productivity in each size  of enterprise.   In  agreement 

Table 7 

SCHEMATIC DISIRIBI nos oi INVTSLMLVT, IXCLIDINU MACHINT TOOLS 

I4em In /•<•• if, /Vi /-.-. 

(0) almost nil scarce med HI ID complete complue 

<*» tackles lack les bridge crane and 
lifting tackles 

complete 

If» ves ves 
»rfl negligible scarce med n. m complete complete 

M medium 

(fi almost nil primary scarce medium complete 

(Jf> ye* yes ves >es ves 
{*» yes yes ves yes yes 

Table S 

ESTIMATE or IOTAL INVTSTMTST BY IYPKSO» ENTERPRISE 

¡)<rt<itnmiii KHI 

Until* Y m thiiiiuinii iiollnr^\ 

i.i Te, 

t. Direct and indirect machines 
(see labte ht     

2. Other investment (sec lahlc 7)    . 

.3.   Total investment      
4. Relationship of I over 3     
5. Investment per occupied person 
6. Investment per direct person   . . . 

36.» 105.0 244.0 66.3.0 1.356.0 
5.4 230 64.0 387.0 <«4.() 

41.4 12X0 ILVO 1.050.0 2.340.0 
87".. K2"„ 78",, 63",. s«1:,, 

2.07 2.56 VI 3 4.20 4.68 
2.18 3.12 4.35 6.78 8.50 

(b) Accounting of all expenses during the year in 
connexion with wages and salaries, social taxes, general 
expenses of operation and indirect material lot consump- 
tion by the office and the workshop, as well as other 
expenses except raw materials, sales and banking 
expenditures; 

(c| Amorti/ation of all investments. In the following 
estimates an annual amortization of 10 per cent over the 
total value of investment has been considered. In fact, 
part of the amortization, that of indirect manufacturing 
equipment relative loa determined model, measurement 
calibres, cast non models and others, should refer to 
inferior limes, while the other, that of buildings and 
installations, allows for longer periods. 

It derives that the cost of direct man-hour (Ch) will be: 

Ch 
bj c 

a 

with the average figures adopted, it may be pointed out 
that Co KM) values fluctuate between $45 and SI50. 
Owing to the method followed lo estimate Co 100, this 
represents onlv part of the cost, the rest being constituted 
by : 

(<;) Raw materials (cast iron, steel bars, sheet, etc.); 
(/>) Lvcntual machining subcontracted to third parties; 
(c) Parts and pieces bought in the market and used 

directly on the assembly line; 
(</) Propaganda and sales expenditures; 
(c) Banking expenditures. 

The sales value is obtai.ted through the addition of 
gross profit to these expenses and to those indicated in 
table 7. 

If Co 100 cost is related to the sales value of 100 kilo- 
grammes of product (Vv 100), it follows that although an 
optimum unique value cannot be attributed to this rela- 
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Table 9 

B\( KOROl NI) DM V IOK (MCI [,,\l"IN(i I>1RI( 1   MAN-HOI RS 
il tihit v tn >/. //,JMl 

/>. nomination ''i /"''; /, , /•« If. 

1. Persons occupied in the enterprise 20 50 1(H) 250 500 
2. Directs (with .mil without machines) 19 41 72 l*iS 275 
1 Indirects 1 4 2H 9S "••'S 

4 Annual hums per ilireit person 2,22(1 2.2(H) 2.2(H) 2.2(H) 2.2(H) 
5. Totul direii ni.in-hoiiis per \e.u 41.800 lX).2<H> 158.4(H) MI.(HH) H(5.tHH) 
6 Annual u.tges ol'direil l.ihour 10. WO 27.IKH) 55.4(H) I2<\<HH) 242.IHHI 
7. Annual w.i|(i'<> ot indina labour         . 2.4(H) 9.0(H) 28.IHH) 1 M.tHH) (IS.tMHl 
«. Total wages id      1)                      I2.W0 to.lHM) Ml.4(H) 24(l.(HHl ss\(HH> 
9. Social taxes and insuiuiki 

l|H'rcent.i|ie of X)         «1 6(1 <>0 (>() N) 
10 Total annual cvpcmliiuie m\ personnel 2(1.640 57.WN) IU.44D tS4.(HH> 891.2(H) 
II. Annual amoriiAition 

(see table X. Id pei ceni»       4.140 I2.SIK) 11.4(H) lOS.(KH) 2M.1HHI 
12 1 ¡veil general expenses per seat  (i.OOO 20.(HM) 45.(HH) KHI.(HH) ÜSI).(MH) 
IV Consumption material pei \ear 5.(XX) I2.IHH) '0.IHHI ~II.(HH> I4().(HH) 
14. Total ti\eil expenditiiie per sear 

III) ,   II       12   •   ID    <VX0 102.4(H) 2W.S40 (>S'I,()(MI 1 sis "»(H) 
IV C'osi ot diteci man-hour 11-4:5»  0.86 1  14 1.51 1 ')( 2 52 

tionship, given the general ternis under which the problem 

is framed, it is true that such a relationship keeps within 

practical limits of further operative feasibility oi' the 
order of 30 to 50 per cent I hese are applied in ligure 7 

to each 7c. together with ihc already delined data on 

total annual production in tons. Ms 100. A and (J. I litis, 

starting from favourable and or possible factors, the 

held of action of the li\e enterprises is clearly delimited. 

As regards the correlations among quality, complexity of 

the product and sales value of the same, ¡4 is evident as 
illustrated in ligure 7 that this is an empirical accom- 

modation whose objective is to gather inlo a single 

panorama the free play o\ the several tcchno-econoniic 

variables characteristic ot the sector. I urtherniorc, it may 

easily be seen that tie right lines whrh doline the 
porcentual relationship between Co KM) and Vv 100 are 
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TECHNICO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF ENTERPRISE OPERATIONS 
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knesof'equi-mvoiemg' . that is. of equal economic effect 
tttr different technical conditions < f operation. 

An observation here is thai /c, ami /< ; enterprises 
would timi obstacles to productivities of th • order of 
lour toits a scat |xi peison. ,uul this in practice is con- 

firmed H\ the Nrecntinc ami Hia/ilian cases In lelurn. 
the othei si/cs ol ciilcipiise nlfet possibilities in this field, 

which is m .leuiiiKiii with I he stun, turcs assumed lo them. 

Rll \ i tossine HI I UH \ \i\< nisi-1001   M\SI I veil KIS<. 

I SIIKI'KISIS   \SI>  (III   IMX VSIKI <  II Kl   III   I III 

HIM  Ol    IMI   MM  II VS|(   \|   ISIil SIKV 

Il is usually admilled as a penerai rule that the pro- 

ducer depends to a greater or lesser extent upon auxiliary 

industries thai  provide  him with  services,  specialized 

But for the products attributed as feasible b> the rest ol" 
the enterprises, the assistance of other specialized enter- 
prises is imperative. 

It is understood thai the comparison among different 

lis 100 will be valid as Ioni; as the manufacture is inte- 

grated in the same nanner. Il must be pointed out that in 
practice the integration variables are noi main, as the 

producers usually buv the casi non material, machine it. 

purchase in the market the parts and pieces indicated on 
table 10. and machine the remaining pieces. 

The group of raw materials and sc vices mentioned in 
that table constitutes a pomi of reference about that 

which has been defined as inl'rasiriiclureand which should 

consequently be consul red as a domestic activity. Jn 

accordance with the qualitalive hypotheses connected 
with the si/e ol ibe constructor, the quality demands of 

Table l<> 

I.ISI  Ol  MAIN INHRCOSSIXIONS IIIIWÜN MA< MINI-lOOt 

MAS! i \( Il RISC, ANI) Al XI1IARY I NI) 1ST RI HS 

th titHMHttlttift l'i T,; 

KttH inulti nth an Í »e» i ars 

Cist iron (quality )   medium 
Relief ol stresses     ni, 
Variety of casi irons    seiiree 
Hardness demand *••!' cast iron  seurce 
I oumlrv ol non-feiions iquulitv )  medium 
I !se ol common steels  scarce 
l'se ol spaiai steels     different 
Heat ti-atmcnts        very sciircc 

( ttniimit nil ¡nu h mi,/ /<n r<\ 

I leelric motors         common 
Simple elemeuis loi electric circuits      medium 
Complex elements loi electric circuits  
Dements for hwlraulic circuits  
Dements loi pneumatic circuits    
Dements lor circuits of lubrication          elementary 
I dements for circuits of refrigeration         elementary 
Clutches, brakes, torsional, couplings, etc.  . 
Screws, screw nuts, washers and 

similar items       elementare 
t Ise of precision hearings  no 
Springs of every type (quality and variety) . scarce 
Non-metallic accessories (use)  scarce 
Non-electric accessories of machines 

• quality)         medium 
Deci he accessories such as magnetic 

plates, etc  
Simple non-metallic elements (use)  scarce 

regular good perfect 
sometimes sometimes alwavs 

scarce sometimes high 
scarce sometimes rigorous 
regular good perfect 
scarce regular normal 

reduced reduced normal 
scarte insullkieni normal 

common common special 
almost regular regular good 

sometimes normal 
sometimes correct 
sometimes corred 

elementarv almost normal good 
almost regular normal good 

elementary scarce sufficient 

almost regular normal gooti 
no irregular normal 

scarce almost regular complete 
scarce regular complete 

elementan almost normal nonnal 

sometimes normal 
almost regular regular complete 

perfect 
always 
high 

rigorous 
perfect 
normal 
normal 
normal 

special 
good 

frequent 
good 
good 

complete 
good 

complete 

good 
normal 

complete 
complete 

complete 

complete 
complete 

parts and pieces for the manufacture of his products, 

whose existence has been transformed into an indispens- 
able infrastructure for the development of the sector. It 
is obvious thai the magnitude of such a structure as a 
supporting clement for machine-tool construction is en- 

larged, complemented and complicated in the measure 
that quality, complexos and sometimes escn the weight 

of the machines increase: in other words, on diteci 
account of the installation of linns of growing si/e. 

Thus, the presence of factories of type Tei and 7i\ does 
not necessarily imply the existence of an important 

auxiliary industry as they produce quite simple machines. 

cast iron material go together with the increase of Te. 
Hence, the importance of an iron foundry, as cast iron is 

the basic raw material for the manufacture of machines 
(from 50 lo SI) per cent in gross weight with regard to the 

weight of the finished machine). "I he second group of 
pails and pieces presented in tabic 10 and its respective 

qualitative appreciations in relation to ihc enterprises, 
deserve further comment. 

In the tirsi place, ii is not indispensable that the avail- 
ability in the mark.t of all the items is conditioned by 

their being nationally manufactured. On the contrary, it 

is  admissible  that   some  of them    bearings,  complex 
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elements loi electric ;iiul hydraulic circuits, clinches ami 
others highly specialized, lor cumple depend upon 

importation. In this group, several less complicated 
products mas also be included which are Knight from 
local industries. Nevertheless, u is interesting that 

the exaggerated dependency of domestic industry upon 
the incorporation oí certain accessories lor machines 

would allect the clasticit\ of the productive process up 

to the point that u would be more convenient for the 

producers to take charge o( the maniilacliiie of parts o\' 
such elements until finding someone who could elaborate 

them. Similar situations have occurred in Argentina and 

Brazil where, only recently, funis capable of designing 

and constructing accessories under strict specifications 

are starting to emerge from the mechanical industry. 

Owing to the limited equipment available to 7'e,. '/"<>, 

and 7V,. it is a normal practice for these enterprises to 

subcontract services for specialized machining such as 

!•»* 

gear-, splmcd shafts and machining oi heavv pieces 

Within the lic\ihhtv with which n has been intended lo 
deline the most probable held i>\ action o\ the different 

/<'. minor cases ol subcontracting of M-rv ices othei than 
usually considered woidd be contempi.lud In general, 

elementary and simple machines ^\o not need the addition 

ol highly specialized and technically advanced elements, 
and that their icspeclive unit values ol s.ile aie noi too 

influenced by the pieces bought m ibe maikcl However, 

as long as the machine becomes complicated in its diverse 
aspects, the producer will certainly begin adding to il. m 

growing quantities, complements boni other spcciah/ed 

machines, thus substantially altering the relationship 

between his work and the value o\ pieces and equipment 
purchased from thud parties m some very complex 

machines, die correspondingly high values oll'\v HXlaie 

achieved through the important contribution by other 
provider industries of parts and pieces. 
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